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Abstract-The execution of distributed data processing workloads (such as those running on top of Hadoop or Spark) in
cloud environments presents a unique opportunity to explore
multiple trade-offs between elasticity (and types of resources
b~ing
allocated), overall runtime and total costs. However, beyond
high-level constraints and objectives, it's not the end-users who
should be ~ainly
concerned with those optimizations, but the
cloud providers. They have both the vantage point to collect
actionable information, economies of scale and position to adjust
parameters when dynamic conditions change, in order to fulfil
SLOs that go beyond classic measures of latency and throughput.
This is at odds with the existing approach of making software
(including the interfaces to the cloud and the processing frameworks) as configurable as possible. We propose that rather than
configurability, self-tunability (or the illusion of it as far as the
end-user is concerned) is a better long-term goal.
I. INTRODUCTION

The task of deriving insights from increasing quantities of
data (estimated at 1.7 MB/s/person in 2020 [2]) is poised to
remain actual for some time to come, with systems evolving
to keep up with the data volume either through technology
advancements or optimisations of known pipelines, while also
improving cost-efficiency.
The idea of processing data by distributing work over a
cluster of machines is well established, with Data Intensive
Scalable Computing (DISC) systems such as Hadoop [4],
Spark [1] and Flink [3] being widely deployed even today.
What is understood less is how such systems should be configured for running a given workload optimally, and deployed
in the cloud using the appropriate resources (number of VMs,
CPUs, memory, disk) to meet given targets of runtime or cost.
Until now, those frameworks have been designed to operate
mostly in environments where the resource allocation is static
(as opposed to elastic) and the configuration of their many
parameters is left as an exercise to the expert end-user.
Existing results show that misconfiguration is expensive:
plausible but under-provisioned cluster setups can slow the
analytics pipelines by up to 12X [10] while suboptimal
framework configurations can lead to 89X performance degradation [31]. At the same time, a push for democratizing
data implies allowing people with fewer resources and less
expertise in debugging pipelines or low-level cloud bottlenecks
to perform complex analytics.
As an end-user of commoditized computing infrastructures,
the competitive advantage should lean towards having insights
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into how to process the data rather than into ways to optimally
run systems that do the data processing. We therefore propose
transparent self-tuning of data processing pipelines, offered as
a cloud service with user-settable, high level objectives (SLOs)
such as runtime or cost.
Existing efforts in this space have focused on the automation of configuration for individual components [19], [26],
[25], [28], [10], [30]. In particular, they address cloud and
DISC systems configuration separately. Of course, real-world
scenarios imply that such optimisations need to be done
jointly, considering elements such as: cloud resource allocation
and scheduling (co-location with other workloads), workload
characteristics (type, input data distribution, frequency), DISC
configuration, etc. Optimal choices for some of those elements
are not absolute but dependent on the others (a basic example
would be the relationship between the number of virtual CPUs
allocated and the number of Spark executor cores).
Thinking about the joint optimisation is not as simple as
extending what has been already done: current configuration
tuning strategies are based on the exploration of the configuration search space, which quickly grows as more dimensions are
added. This means that tuning costs increase beyond what is
feasible for single clients to run while maintaining efficiency:
for example, a recent search-based Spark workload tuning
required around 500 workload executions [35]; model-based
approaches require thousands of executions to build prediction
models that estimate the cost of running with a particular
configuration [31].
Even worse, changes in workload and environment characteristics (input size, data, VM migration) mean that re-tuning
might be needed, with less time to amortize the costs of finding
previous tuned configurations.
The end-users should neither incur those high tuning costs,
nor be concerned with detecting any change in workload
characteristics for re-tuning in order to avoid missing opportunities related to efficiency and cost. Instead, configuration
tuning should be fully automated by the cloud providers. They
witness numerous workload execution metrics under different
configurations and are aware of any underlying changes in
workload co-location, network congestion, etc. Not only can
they build tuning models of better accuracy using collected
execution metrics, but also can instantly detect any change in
workload characteristics and adapt resource provisioning and
DISC system configuration accordingly.
Research in this direction is more tractable than understand1912
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research in the configuration tuning space. Irrespective of
the particular strategy, the tuning process takes place in two
stages Fig. I: In the first stage, the end-user uses a tuning
system to select the characteristics of the virtual cluster used
to run the DISC workload. By executing the workload one or
more times, the tuning system tries to determine its sensitivity
to changable parameters such as the number of CPUs and
VM instances as well as to requirements of memory/disk
and network bandwidth, etc. Based on this information and
previously built models, the system suggests how an optimal
infrastructure would look like, and the user instantiates it
and deploys the workload. In the second stage, the tuning
system identifies the optimal DISC system configuration for
the given workload. In this section, we briefly discuss both
stages starting from existing work or plausible extensions of
it based on current directions and discuss essential limitations.
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A. Cloud Configuration

During cloud configuration tuning, let's assume that the
workload executes several times on different types of instances
provided by different cloud infrastructures such as Amazon
EC2, Microsoft Azure and Google Compute Engine. On each
infrastructure, the workload is executed under different cloud
configurations to find which one is best (e.g. instance family,
instance type, number of instances).
The workload is then deployed to the cloud provider where
it showed the best runtime under the optimized configuration,
using an existing "native" DISC-deployment service such as
Amazon EMR [5], Microsoft Azure HDInsigh [6], or Google
DataProc [7]. Such approaches are inherently static (once the
cluster setup and cloud provider are decided, it is assumed they
remain constant) and miss the opportunity of using the cloud's
elasticity features when the workload changes. Furthermore,
their choices could be biased due to transient co-location of
test workload runs with other resource-intensive workloads or
(at the other end) with atypically low contention for resources.
Three systems have the potential of realizing the "static"
vision today: Cherrypick [10] finds near-optimal cloud configurations by leveraging Bayesian optimization to build a
performance model for recurring jobs using a small number of
execution samples. PARIS [30] is a system for selecting the
best VM for certain workloads based on user-defined metrics.
It uses offline profiling for benchmarking various VM types,
then combines this with an online fingerprint of each workload.
The combined data is used to build a decision tree and a
random forest-based performance model to select the best VM
type. Ernest [28] tunes the cloud configurations for machine
learning-based analytics workloads. It builds a performance
model based on the particular structure of machine learning
jobs, but has poor adaptivity to other types of workloads [10].

Google OataProc

Fig. 1. Workload Configuration tuning

ing the general workload interference problem (which needs
solving for achieving stable self-tuning systems), but will set
the scene for results in the particular case of comparatively
long-running, repeated computation. Making this class of computation predictable and offering explicit trade-offs between
cost and runtime is set to decouple the need for large-scale
computation from the requirement of in-depth expertise in lowlevel aspects of software optimization.

II.

BACKGROUND

Most frequently, end-users tune system configurations manually based on expertise, measurement and/or trial-and-error.
However, the manual approach doesn't guarantee not missing
further optimization opportunities and it is difficult to apply in
a high-dimensional configuration space. Likewise, a number of
general methods (USE, TSA)l have been suggested as recipes
for figuring out the location of bottlenecks and explaining the
time spent by applications. Those are ways of guiding tuning
or debugging performance issues rather than automating the
process for dynamic workloads. However, some automation
strategies have been proposed, and we summarize how those
could be applied to the case of real DISC systems in cloud
environments. Our own work in this space has led to the
development of a self-tuning Spark prototype, which we use
as an experimental testbed for various tuning strategies and
exploratory measurements. We base our discussion in this
paper both on usage of this prototype as well as on related

B. DISC systems Configuration
The tuning of DISC systems, which are notoriously difficult
to configure optimally due to the large search space, has been
approached by specializing for particular frameworks: Several
solutions address tuning for HadooplMapReduce workloads:

1http://www.brendangregg.comlmethodology.html
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MROnline[25] proposed a modified Hill climbing technique
to find good configurations; it limits the search space using
predefined tuning rules. StarFish [19] uses an What-If engine
that attempts to predict the cost of different configurations
given profiled data. For example, the engine can answer
queries like "Given the profile of a job A, input data x, cluster
resources el, what will the performance of job B be with
input data y and cluster resources c2". Here, finding good
configurations hinges on the accuracy of the what-if engine
itself; it showed less accuracy when tried with heterogeneous
applications and cloud workloads [26]. AROMA [24] is a
system for Hadoop resource provisioning and configuration
tuning. It uses the k-medoids algorithm to cluster the executed
jobs based on CPU, network and 10, then leverages Support
Vector Machine (SVM) for tuning the configuration. Similarly,
Bu et el. [11] proposed to tune Web systems such as Apache
server and Tomcat configuration using reinforcement learning.
They tuned 8 configuration parameters using 25 executions.
Those approaches fit Hadoop and systems with limited number
of configuration parameters, as the number of tuned configuration parameters (6-12) is significantly smaller than in other
systems (such as Spark).
For more parameters, Yu et al. proposed DAC [31], a datasize aware Spark configuration tuning system, using a hierarchical modelling approach to approximate workload execution
time as a function of its input data-size and configuration. It
then leverages Genetic algorithms to search for good configurations based on the execution time estimated by the model.
The high costs of workload executions to build this model are
hard to amortize before re-tuning is needed. However, for frequently run static workloads, DAC improves performance by
30-89X with respect to the default configuration and tunes 41
configuration parameters. Wang et al. [29] leverage regression
trees to tune Spark configurations; they tune 16 configuration
parameters and improve performance by 36%. This approach
also needs a significant number of execution samples to build
a regression tree model of a good accuracy. BestConfig [35]
leverages a divide-and-diverge sampling method and a recursive bound-and-search algorithm to tune configurations. It
was used to tune 30 spark configuration parameters using
500 execution samples achieving 80% runtime performance
improvement with respect to the default configuration.
C. Discussion

The existing isolated tuning paradigm does not even start
to address the configuration tuning challenges, namely, high
overheads (because of the need to re-run workloads numerous
times, making cost amortization difficult and the whole idea of
tuning impractical), poor adaptivity (in case of any changes of
the environment or of the workload, rendering previous tuned
configurations obsolete), limited accuracy (due to models
which do not take into account what the workload actually
does but considers them as black-boxes) and the lack of
transparency for the end-user (who needs to have expertise
in tuning).
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Fig. 2. Spark internal architecture, redrawn with further edits from [23)

For example, Cherrypick works well to tune the configuration for recurring analytics jobs but needs the end-user to
define a representative workload for his recurring job, which
requires intensive exploration efforts and technical background
(user intervention). Ernest effectively tunes the machinelearning based jobs but does not adapt to SQL-based jobs
(poor adaptivity). Starfish shows limited prediction accuracy
when tried under different configurations [26] (limited accuracy). Lastly, most of the existing solutions incur high tuning
overhead, by spending a significant amount of time exploring
the search space, either to identify good configurations or to
build predictive models for workload performance [35], [25],
[24].
Providing an end-to-end configuration tuning as a cloud
service has the potential to overcome these tuning challenges.
Since the cloud is a centralized place for executing various
workloads, it can leverage gathered execution metrics across
multiple clients to offer tuning as a service, fully automating
the configuration tuning of the analytics workloads in an
adaptive way and with minimal end-user involvement.
III. A MOTIVATING EXAMPLE
We will refer to Apache Spark [1] as a concrete example
for showing how a world in which self-tuning is a buildingblock would look like. Spark has been widely adopted for
in-memory big data analytics. In this section we highlight its
complex internal structure and numerous tunable parameters.
This complexity, together with the variety of workloads it
caters to, makes it a prime candidate for experimenting nontrivial strategies for automated, adaptive, accurate and efficient
configuration tuning.
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A. Spark Internals

Exposing all of those knobs makes the system flexible. It
also makes it difficult to run efficiently without a mountain
of expertise and measurement. Even so, human expertise is of
little help in dynamic tuning. Consider web services: they can
make direct use of cloud elasticity because of architectures
sharing little state between instances and clear metrics such
as number of requests per second and latency. Fewer metrics
are available to make similar decisions for long-running tasks
or for their stateful execution as part of a large DAG.

Spark was developed to overcome the limitations of the
MapReduce [14] paradigm in handling iterative workloads.
MapReduce forces Mappers to write data to disk for reducers
to read, which consumes significant 10 resources for iterative
applications (but also leads to more predictable resource usage
patterns). Spark makes the design choice of keeping data in
memory as RDDs [32] (Resilient Distributed Datasets), saving
significant 10 costs and speeding up iterative job execution
time by up to lOx compared to Hadoop [33]. RDDs are
immutable collections distributed over a cluster of machines to
form a restricted shared memory, with each RDD consisting of
a set of partitions. Fig. 2 shows how Spark works internally.
Users write a program and submit it to the Spark Driver,
which is a separate process that executes user applications and
schedules them into executable jobs. The Spark programming
model is based on two types of function, namely, transformations and actions. Transformations represent lazy computations
on the RDD that create a new RDD (e.g., map, filter, etc.).
Actions trigger computation on an RDD and produce an output
(e.g., count, collect, etc.). When an application invokes an
action on an RDD, it triggers a Spark job. Each job has
an RDD dependency graph which is a graph of all parent
RDDs of an RDD, representing a logical execution plan for a
set of transformations and the lineage of RDDs. In terms of
runtime, this complexity allows for various critical paths and
bottlenecks which can vary from one workload to the next,
making the system as a whole more difficult to model as a
black box.
The RDD graph is mapped into a Directed Acyclic Graph
(DAG) that represents the physical execution plan of how a
job will be split into stages, the dependencies between stages
and the partitions processed in each stage. The Driver uses
the DAG to define the set of tasks to execute at each stage.
Typically, an RDD partition is given as an input to a stage
and is processed by a Spark task. Finally, the driver sends
the task set to the cluster manager which then assigns tasks
to worker nodes. A worker node can have multiple executors,
with each of them being a process executing an assigned task
and sending the result back to the driver.

IV. VISION

Our vision is to enable the fully automated, accurate and
adaptive tuning of analytics workloads while bounding costs
on the end-user side. This will facilitate workload deployment
and save effort, time and money for cloud users. Consider a
user wanting to deploy his Spark analytics workload to the
cloud, while lacking facilities of self-tuning: he needs to use
prior knowledge about his workload to efficiently pick the
best cloud instance family and type for deployment (risking
either higher costs or long runtimes and crashes when choosing
incorrectly). He then starts the time consuming task of figuring
out which of the default Spark parameters he should change
to make things better. Any failed test execution is expensive
and has a long fix-execute-debug cycle.
A recent study shows that 40% [9] of the analytics jobs are
recurring while the remaining are changing over time. Furthermore, even recurring jobs have characteristics that change
(different input, increasing data sizes). Therefore, it is expected
that in the usual case, the configuration will need regular retuning [10]. Triggering this could be as simple as detecting
relative performance degradation over time while running
the same workload type on the same cluster configuration.
Currently, it is the end-user's responsibility to detect this
degradation and change the configuration accordingly.
In an ideal world, we've claimed that it's the cloud provider
who needs to address resource provisioning and DISC system
tuning, also detecting the need for re-tuning with minimal enduser intervention.
Feasibility: The cloud is a centralized place for executing
numerous workloads, and the cloud providers witnesses abundant execution metrics under different cloud and DISC systems
configurations. They can leverage the gathered execution metrics to build tuning models of better accuracy. Moreover, the
cloud providers are aware of any underlying changes in workload co-location, network congestion, etc. This allows them
to instantly detect any change in workload characteristics and
adapt resource provisioning and DISC system configuration
accordingly. However, providing an integrated tuning service
could be seen as a risk on the cloud providers' revenues,
since it accelerates workload deployment and execution. On
the other hand, providing such a service also has significant
potential benefits: It will minimize the configuration tuning
burden on the user and require less expertise for running
complex workloads at lower price points, eventually leading
to a wide democratization of cloud to non-technical users,
offering a path of growth for cloud providers in an already

B. Spark Internal Choices

Each Spark executor has a number of configuration parameters that significantly influence global performance, with
tuned configuration parameters being able to improve the
performance by up to 89X compared to the default configuration [31]. Spark has 200 configuration parameters [8], with the
search space to tune just 30 of them exceeding 1040 possible
configurations. For each workload, the user needs to find the
best choice for configuration parameters covering different
execution aspects such as processing, memory, networking
and data shuffling. Example to these choices are: how many
executor instances? what is the size of memory per executor?
what is the number of cores per executor? how many partitions
within RDD? what is the size of shuffled data buffer? should
the shuffled data be compressed?
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competitive environment. We illustrate the principles of our
proposed vision in the following subsections. All observations
are based on our experience in running our own self-tuning
Spark prototype in clouds from two major providers, totalling
more than 6 months of continued execution for clusters from
4 VMs to 20 VMs, with more than 2000 configurations tested
across 5 types of workloads.

B. Resilience to input data and environment changes
Running analytics workloads that process ever growing data
sets in an elastic cloud environment implies the vulnerability
of the workloads to frequent changes in their characteristics,
either due to the data itself or due to changes in the underlying
infrastructure.
We experimented three different workloads from a popular
big data benchmark [20], we used three evolving input sizes
(OSl, OS2 and OS3) for each workload. An Amazon EMR
cluster of four h1 . 4xlarge instances was used to run this
experiment. If the tuning approach is not resilient to input
size changes then it will tune the configuration once for

Pagerank

Bayes Classifier

Wordcount

DBl best - DB2 best

8%

17%

0%

DBl best - DB3_best

56%

25%

3%

TABLE I
POTENTIAL EXECUTION TIME SAVING OF RE-TUNING CONFIGURATION
OVER EVOLVING INPUT SIZES.

A. Seamless configuration tuning with little human intervention
The types of users running cloud-based big data analytics
workloads will in time become more diverse. For example,
there is no reason why part of the jobs running today in
specialized HPC clusters will not be able to run in the cloud,
making use of large pools of resources but accepting some
form of co-location or shared infrastructure. There is a big
group of data scientists in domains from biology [18], [27] to
physics [21] and astronomy [34] which have spent a significant
amount of time tuning their workloads for specific HPC cluster
environments. Those configurations will not necessarily port
well to new shared environments, so anything aiding the
transition will help bring new customers for cloud providers.
Similarly, lower entry-point prices will diversify the number
of people wanting to run complex data processing jobs or machine learning algorithms to test hypotheses or analyse existing
public datasets. Research in Universities without resources
for private clusters or realizing the costs in managing and
keeping those up to date might also partially make use of cloud
infrastructures. All of this means a new "generation" of users
not necessarily focused on optimizing workloads but interested
in the results of their execution will see manual configuration
as a barrier, and running with the default configurations as
prohibitively expensive.
Thirdly, if the cloud is to become a commodity which
people use either directly or indirectly as a fact-of-life (to
get reports about their loT infrastructure, to understand their
impact on the world around them by collecting data from
sensors in the environment, etc), it is clear that complete
transparency into how configuration details are chosen is
important. As a comparison with the past, making a phone call
today no longer requires the manual configuration of electrical
circuits along the line or talking to an operator. Why should
the cloud-of-tomorrow be any different?

Potential savings

OSl and reuse this configuration for the evolving input sizes.
However, re-tuning the configuration over the growing input
sizes has the potential to save workload execution time through
accommodating the changes in workload characteristics. To
illustrate this potential savings, for each workload and input
size we ran the workload using 100 random configurations to
find the best configuration. Table I shows the potential savings
in execution time from the re-used configuration of 0 S1 to
the best configuration found for OS2 and OS3. Predictably,
as the input size grows, the execution time savings from retuning the configuration can be significant and reach up to
56%. However, the amount of execution time savings varies
from workload to another and re-tuning can lead to marginal
or no savings (Wordcount workload). It is crucial to accurately
and efficiently define the need for configuration re-tuning to
seize any optimization opportunities while accelerating the
amortization of the re-tuning cost. Paradoxically, the current
approaches for cloud and DISC systems tuning require the
user to perform a significant number of new executions for
identifying configuration that is adapted to changes in workload characteristics. Our vision of the future configuration
tuning suggests that approaches should aim to be resilient
to such changes, automatically detecting the need of retuning and finding a new close-to-optimal configuration after
a minimum number of executions. This would help the enduser to accelerate the deployment of their analytics workloads
and the extraction of insights from data, instead of worrying
about workload tuning and optimization.
C. Offload tuning cost to the cloud provider

The current isolated tuning paradigm has high tuning costs,
possibly higher than the actual runtime cost of the workload
during its lifetime (especially for non-periodic or one-off
workloads). In practice, even for frequently run jobs, the
number of executions required to tune a workload might
exceed the number of times the workload runs before retuning is necessary. For example, the BestConfig [35]
system requires 500 execution samples to identify a good
Spark configuration, and this would consume more resources
than the 90 "normal" runs of our exemplar workload during a 3
months period. Indeed, the cost of workload tuning should not
outweigh the runtime cost of the workload before it requires
re-tuning.
This is especially important as tuning itself uses multiple
executions to iteratively search for good configurations, and
before one is found the tuning system will inevitably explore
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workloads. In our context, the key knowledge to transfer is
the correlation between the different configuration parameters
and the workload performance. However, it is challenging
to extract this information from complex machine learning
models, which usually work as a black-box and do not explain
underlying mechanisms. For example, Gaussian process optimization has been applied successfully to enable data-efficient
cloud configuration tuning [10]. However, it is challenging to
extract the acquired tuning knowledge from Gaussian process.
Some work has been proposed to increase the interpretability
of black-box approaches while maintaining the modelling
accuracy. Duvenaud et al. [16] proposed the Additive Gaussian
processes, which decomposes the model into a sum of lowdimensional functions, each depending on only a subset of the
input variables, potentially enabling the interpretation of input
interactions and their influence on the variance of the overall
model.
It is similarly possible to move beyond black-box modelling,
perhaps using static analysis of submitted workloads to predict
critical execution paths and bottlenecks and learn the corresponding configuration parameters which eliminate them.

configurations which could yield worse performance than the
initial configuration. If the time spent executing using those
bad configurations is not later outweighed by the increase in
speed due to the best found configuration, tuning makes no
sense.
Our vision is that the high tuning and re-tuning costs should
be offloaded from the user to the cloud provider. The cloud
is a centralized place that is able to keep a record of the
different workloads' execution history under different cloud
and DISC system configurations, across users. This data can
only be leveraged by the cloud provider, and it would enable
efficient configuration tuning from the user's perspective. This
approach to end-to-end tuning of the analytics workloads will
bound the tuning costs on the user side and speed up cost
amortization on the cloud provider side.
D. Jobs should run within X% of the optimal runtime
Today, cloud providers offer no guarantees about high-level
properties of jobs run by users on their infrastructure. Instead,
they set service-level objectives (SLOs) related to properties
of infrastructure which they have full control over (network
and disk throughput, latency, etc). However, in a world where
some workloads become predictable enough because of longterm characterization and tuning, it would make sense to offer
end-users guarantees based on those known properties. And
beyond these, the tuning service could let users make tradeoff decisions which impact things like cost: do I need the
results quickly no matter the cost, or am I willing to wait a
long time for the results?
Presently, such choices are implicit in the user's picked
cloud configuration, but lacking tuning the impacts are unclear:
Who can tell me if scaling vertically, horizontally or both gives
me the best benefit vs cost ratio?
Predictability naturally leads to better cost forecasting on
the user side (users want to know how much they will pay
when running a system that potentially scales up and down for
some periodic workloads), but just as importantly simplifies
the task of cloud provider's job scheduler and should make it
more efficient in selecting locations for job execution.
The objective stated in the title of the section is challenging
to achieve as stated (mostly because measuring it requires
knowing the optimal execution time, but that could be replaced
with "the runtime of similar workloads ever run in the cloud").
However, we believe it's a good goal to aspire to in terms
of the language in which the new type of SLOs should be
formulated. In the end, this should represent a commonly
agreed metric for the efficiency of the tuning system.

B. Leverage the tuning knowledge across workloads

In this section we illustrate the challenges and open questions associated with offering a fully autonomous configuration
tuning service by the cloud provider.

Usually, configuration tuning takes place by building one
model predicting the relationship between configuration and
runtime per workload. A single such model cannot generalize
runtime predictions across workloads of different characteristics. However, different workloads might still share behaviours
or type of sensitivity to particular configuration parameters.
Using this information can lead to significant improvements in
the efficiency of tuning. As an example for ways of achieving
this AROMA [24] proposed to cluster similar workloads and
build a prediction model for each cluster. The challenge lays in
finding accurate ways to i) characterize workloads and define
similarity across workloads: some work has been proposed to
characterize the different analytics workloads [12], [22] but
further study is needed to show its effectiveness in end-to-end
configuration tuning; ii) inject the acquired knowledge from
one tuning workload to a similar one: this has the potential to
accelerate the tuning and improve its data efficiency (required
number of workload executions). Some work has proposed
taking advantage of homogeneous transfer learning across
similar tasks in NLP [15], [13]. Further work is needed to
study its applicability in the context of configuration tuning.
The idea here is to use a pre-trained model "template" to
initialize models for workloads with similar characteristics,
which are then fine-tuned to its unique properties. The promise
is in a faster convergence of the tuning process.
Irrespective of the path chosen, the accurate characterization
of analytic workloads is crucial in being able to detect similarities between them in the first place to avoid any negative
transfer [17].

A. Develop models that can transfer their tuning knowledge

C. Define a metric for tuning accuracy as part of SLOs

It is important to define the tuning models in a way
that can transfer the acquired tuning knowledge to similar

Current cloud provider's SLO contain specific quantified
characteristics of the provided service such as availability,

V. CHALLENGES
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throughput, frequency, response time, or quality. With configuration tuning offered as an integral part of the cloud
services, there should be an agreement on how to characterize
its properties as part of the SLO. Open questions remain as
to exactly what metrics of effectiveness should be picked:
Can the effectiveness of the configuration be defined as a
distance from the optimal configuration? What if it is not
viable to find the optimal configuration in high dimensional
spaces? Should that reference configuration be defined as the
best configuration found for a similar workload? Alternatively,
would the amount of performance improvement with respect
to the default configuration be acceptable as a metric in the
SLO? What if there is no default configurations (the case of
cloud configuration tuning, there is no default instance family
and type)?
In the end, the relevant metrics will emerge after cloud
providers also have a better picture of what they could offer
guarantees on, so prototype implementations will be required
before settling for one particular option.
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